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Types of rights

• Creators’ rights
• Publishers’ rights
• Institution’s rights
• Users’ rights



Definition of an IR

• Digital collections capturing and preserving 
the intellectual output of a single or multi-
group community

• Set of services for the management and 
dissemination of digital materials

• Not just for universities
• Not just for formal publications
• Not just for faculty
• Open access (primarily)



Open access

Allows all members of society to freely 
access relevant cultural and scientific 
achievements, in particular by encouraging 
the free (online) availability of such 
information



Berlin Declaration on Open Access
http://www.zim.mpg.de/openaccess-berlin/berlindeclaration.html



Rationale and planning

• Why do it?
• What’s your timeline?
• How will you measure success?
• Who will be involved?
• How flexible is your vision?
• What system will you use?



Why establish an IR?

• Change scholarly communication patterns
• Increase institutional visibility
• Improve access to and discoverability of 

materials
• Highlight individual achievement
• Establish connections between resources
• Preserve materials
• Increase collaboration



What’s your timeline?

• Are there external pressures?
• When do you want to go public?
• How long do you have to plan?
• Are you in this for the long haul?



How will you measure success?

• Numbers of items collected?
• Use of materials?
• Income generated from it?
• Numbers of participants?
• User studies or surveys?



How will you measure success?



How flexible is your vision?

• Target group
• Criteria for submission
• Model for submission
• Subsidiary services
• Long-term preservation and access



Software requirements

• Flexible system administration
• Granular authorizations
• Plug into your local authentication 

system
• Manage licenses and permissions



Issues that affect rights management

• Division of responsibilities and clarification of 
roles

• Structure and definition of the archive
• Services provided
• Control of content
• Submission and withdrawal
• Metadata standards
• Institutional commitment



Who will be involved?

• Library staff?
• Computing center staff?
• Faculty? Students?
• Campus administrators?
• Community partners?
• Sister institutions?
• Professional marketers?
• Academic or commercial publishers?



UO’s Steering Committee



Issues that affect rights management

• Division of responsibilities and clarification of 
roles

• Structure and definition of the archive
• Services provided
• Control of content
• Submission and withdrawal
• Metadata standards
• Institutional commitment



Definition of your archive

• Identification of target community
• Type of collections and materials 

accepted
• Submission model
• Institutional commitment
• Rules for different groups of 

contributors
• Restrictions on use of materials
• Type of access provided



Definition of the archive: UO

• Somehow affiliated with university
• Academic content, or in support of the 

academic mission
• Self or mediated submission
• Cumulative and perpetual
• Lifetime commitment to faculty
• Open access (usually), non-commercial
• Compliant with OAI-PMH



Types of collections

• Works of individual faculty or students
• Informational materials
• Administrative documents
• Archival materials or records
• Primary resources for research or study
• Group or personal collections
• Born digital or digitized



Issues that affect rights management

• Division of responsibilities and clarification of 
roles

• Structure and definition of the archive
• Services provided
• Control of content
• Submission and withdrawal
• Metadata standards
• Institutional commitment



How much service?

• Assist with or handle submissions?
• Convert files on ingest?
• Clean up or review metadata?
• Digitize hard copy?
• Develop web forms for permission?
• Assist with copyright investigation or acquiring 

permissions?
• Assure long-term preservation of files?



Services for different users



Permission issues for different users



Issues that affect rights management

• Division of responsibilities and clarification of 
roles

• Structure and definition of the archive
• Services provided
• Control of content
• Submission and withdrawal
• Metadata standards
• Institutional commitment



Type of content accepted



Type of content accepted



Disclaimers



Type of content accepted 



What happens when someone leaves?



Commercial use 



Issues that affect rights management

• Division of responsibilities and clarification of 
roles

• Structure and definition of the archive
• Services provided
• Control of content
• Submission and withdrawal
• Metadata standards
• Institutional commitment



Policies for submission and 
withdrawal: UO example

• Every community determines the specific 
submission policies for its collections

• Someone, whether from the library or the 
community itself, will revise new submissions 
to make sure the content is appropriate for the 
collection where they were submitted 

• Authors may submit their own work or they 
may ask the library for assistance



Policies for submission and 
withdrawal: UO example

• At beginning, someone from library 
reviews first few submissions

• Library reserves the right to remove 
content

• Library reserves the right to change its 
guidelines



Revision of submissions



Example of a withdrawal



Issues that affect rights management

• Division of responsibilities and clarification of 
roles

• Structure and definition of the archive
• Services provided
• Control of content
• Submission and withdrawal
• Metadata standards
• Institutional commitment



Metadata



Issues that affect rights management

• Division of responsibilities and clarification of 
roles

• Structure and definition of the archive
• Services provided
• Control of content
• Submission and withdrawal
• Metadata standards
• Institutional commitment



Digital preservation

• Ensuring the long-term maintenance of a 
bitstream (the zeros and ones): 
• backing up files and keeping a copy at an 

offsite location
• running checks to track the deterioration of 

storage media, files or bitstreams 



Digital preservation

• Providing continued accessibility of the 
contents:
• viability
• renderability  
• understandability



Attributes of a Trusted Digital Repository

• Administrative responsibility 
• Organizational viability 
• Financial sustainability 
• Technological and procedural suitability
• System security 
• Procedural accountability 
• OAIS compliance 



Copyright, permission, and access

• Do authors have the right to post?
• Will putting it in IR affect later 

publication?
• Are authors turning over copyright to IR?
• Who gets to use content in the IR?
• What guarantees are there against 

plagiarism?



Authors’ right to open archiving



http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php



Later publication



Non-exclusive distribution



Use of content



http://www.plagiarism.org/



Permission for self-submission



Permission file



Categories of submissions



Individual works: 
mediated submission



Online permission form



Mediated submission 
permission file



Informational collection: 
Campus newsletter



Disclaimers



Permission for jointly authored works



Review of submissions



Multi-institutional archive



All rights reserved - default



Proper citation



Creative Commons



Creative Commons



Document and publicize policies 



Contact information

Carol Hixson
Head, Metadata and Digital Library Services

University of Oregon Libraries
chixson@uoregon.edu

(541) 346-3064
https://scholarsbank.uoregon.edu/dspace/handle/1794/2900
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